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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, October 28, 1943

osal Plant
d Too Small
Public Health

Final Plans To
Get Out Vote In
County Are Made

In Love Duel

Bank Sponsoring
County Corn Show
With Cash Prizes

Number 17

War Fund Drive Is
Given Good Start
In Voluntary Gifts

New recruits at the U.S.
Naval
Democrats and ReTraining Station, Great Lakes,
Contest To End NovemIll., are nine Caldwell
publicans Hold Last
County
ber 4 With J. F. Gramen. They are: Robert L.
Pre-Election Meetings
ClayMEN'S TEAMS, GIRL SERVICE WORKERS AND
ham Judging Entries;
ton, son of Mrs. F. B.
Clayton,
Here
This
Week
Tobacco Show Soon
Green street,
COUNTY SCHOOLS WILL BEGIN CANVASS
ther forward step which Coley, son Princeton; John B. With interest in Tuesday's genof Mrs. Lucille B.
The
First
National
Bank
has
MONDAY; CHAIRMAN ASKS GENEROUS
in much to the health Sherman, N.
eral election mounting rapidly
approximately 30 entries of high
Seminary street,
tppiness of Princeton
as
time
for voting nears, both
DONATIONS FOR USO AND RELIEF AGENCIES
Princeton; James W. Creekmur,
grade corn grown in Caldwell
(ems certain of achieve- son of Mr.
Democrats and Republicans of
county on display in its foyer
and Mrs. Hershel
With several $100 voluntary
Caldwell county showed considin the near future, City Creekmur, Green
and entered in its prize contest, DEMOCRATIC LEADERS
street, Princedonations already in hand, reerable activity this week and
• said this week, as ton; Paul Dunbar, son of
Henry Sevison, president, said WAGER RED ROOSTER
Mr.
ceived from citizens and busiof plans looking to en- and Mrs. Leonard Dunbar, Route made plans to get out as large
Tuesday.
ness concerns anxious to see
a
vote
as possible, party leaders
5,
ON
BIGGEST
Princeton;
MAJORITY
Otho
W.
Leonard,
nt and expansion of
Caldwell county's War Fund
County Agent J. F. Graham
husband of Martha E. Crowell, said.
Frankfort, October 26-They quota of $5,000 quickly and
will judge the entries Thursday,
‘'s sewerage disposal S. Harrison street,
genDemocratic party workers met
Nov. 4, and prizes will be are going to kill the "old red erously subscribed, the countyTuesday night to hear an adlocated on the Old Sam Littlejohn, son ofPrinceton;
Mr. and
awarded Saturday, Nov. 6, Mr. rooster" the day after the elect- wide campaign scheduled to be
Mrs. Charles Littlejohn, Route 2, dress by Judge George S. Wilands, Cadiz Road.
started Monday, Nov. 1, has gainSevison said.
son, Owensboro, member of the
ion.
to growth in Princeton's Princeton; William C. Lowry, Kentucky Public
ed early impetus which seems
First prizes of $5 will be
Service Comson of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry,
It
came
about
like
this.
Judge
sure to bring gratifying success,
awarded for the best single ear
:sn, estimated to have Hopkinsville
Road, Princeton; mission, who said, "All good
Betty Reeves, 19, (above), a of white corn
and the best ear George S. Wilson, of the Ken- Grayson Harrelson, chairman,
7e rapid within the last Lucian C.
McKinney, 213 Egan Democrats, from the Governor drugstore clerk, holds a knife of
yellow corn, regardless of tucky Public Service Commis- said this week.
than in the previous 50 St., Princeton, and Ezra C. Har- on down, resent slurs and ac- similar to one she told Los
As announced last week, the
whether it is hybrid or open sion, and Zellner Peal, secretary
cusations against the Johnson Angeles police she carried
when pollinated variety. There
to Governor Keen Johnson, re- drive will begin in the rural disand to the coming here of ris, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
will
administration
.
.
one
of
the
she and Doris Rhodd, 17, a tele- also be two
berland Manufacturing Harris, Fredonia.
$2.50 second prizes, cently disagreed as to majorities tricts, with county school pupils
best in all the State's history". phone operator, fought a
* * *
hand-to- one for white, the other for
y's plant and the Kenhy- their respective congressional dis- and a team compcsed of a teachHe
urged
this
resentment be hand duel in the moonlight, comCorp. Lacey Dixon is home on
tricts would give to the candi- er and an adult leader working
brid
corn,
Mr.
Sevison
said.
recorded
at
the polls election plete with seconds, over affectWhip & Collar Company a ten-day furlough from Freedacy of J. Lyter Donaldson, together in each school district.
Farmers
who
have
not
yet
en-ntly, the disposal plant, man Field, Seymour, Ind., and is day and asked for activity in ions of a married man. Betty is tered corn are
invited to do so Democratic candidate for Gov- Tuesday businessmen teams will
precincts from now until Mon- nursing various nicks and
abrasernor.
I in 1930, is now entire- visiting his parents, Mr. and day night. Chairman
canvass the downtown district,
George ions on her hands, while Doris is up to Thursday of next week.
Mrs. Harlan Dixon. He was inAs a result a wager that in- while women workers of the
All names will be removed from
lute to handle sewer- ducted
Pettit
presided
and
the
speaker
into the army June 1941
in a hospital with deep arm the ears
of corn before it is volved the "old red rooster", USO will seek contributions in
was introduced by Editor G. M. wounds. (AP
Board of Health of- and is in quartermaster
Wirephoto).
departjudged and after the contest emblem of the party in Ken- residential sections of town.
Pedley.
have notified Mayor W. ment at Freeman Field.
Members of the Retail Merends, the corn will be sold at tucky, was consummated. The
The recently named Demo* * *
and the City Council.
auction and proceeds donated to fowl is to be presented to the chants Association who will form
cratic transportation committee
Bill
winner
Granstaff, son of Mr. and
with appropriate cere- teams to work the business dis.essity soon for adding
the Red Cross, it is announced.
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, has noti- met last week and planned in
The First National Bank will monies on the steps of the trict, as named by E. J. McCasanother new industrial
detail
how
cars
will
take
!voters
fied his parents that he has sucalso sponsor a tobacco prize con- Franklin county courthouse as lin, president, are Merle Drain,
City has been advised
to the polls. Present were E. J.
cessfully passed all regular extest and show, Mr. Sevison an- soon as results of the First and Burhl Hollowell, John Morgan,
e expansion of the disMcCaslin, Hugh Cherry, S. 0.
aminations and is now an aviadistricts W. E. McCaslin, Cecil Smith and
nounced, dates to be made pub- Second congressional
..nt's capacity is necesCatlett,
Philip
Stevens,
William
have been tabulated.
tion cadet. He is !stationed at San
Mrs. C. A. Wilson Re- lic soon.
Joe McMican.
State engineer was here
Jones and George Pettit.
Antonio, Texas where he was an
Girls
Service
Organization
'F to advise with the
Mr. Pettit issued a satement
elected County Chairaviation student for five months.
members who will solicit the
this week which he said he
BAND
TO
GET
NEW
* * *
man; Officers Chosen
home include: Mary Lee Adams,
Cash, councilmen and
hoped would dispell misunderMrs. Nora Calvert, 201 Dono- sanding among
Donelle Atkins, Juliet Pepper,
UNIFORM TROUSERS;
vie leaders interested in
some Democratic
Mrs. John Blane, of Hopkinsvan St., has received a letter voters about
Mary Wilson Baker, Virgie Barwth and progress
their eligibility to ville, for 13 years a resident of HARRY LONG HONORED
of
nett, Doris Jean Bright, Eliza•r as well as in safe- from her son, Sgt. William H. participate in Tuesday's election Salvador and Guatemala, was
New trousers for Butler School
beth Brinkley, Mildred Carter,
health of citizens here, Calvert who is a prisoner of He said rules governing eligibili- chief speaker at the eighth an- Band have been ordered, Mrs.
Marjorie Clayton, Jane Crowell,
Mrs. W. B. Davis Will
ng on a plan which, it war in Germany. The letter was ty state that any voter who has nual meeting of the Caldwell Clifton Pruett, vice president sand
Virginia Lois Childress, Barbara
written
Eastern
morning,
April
not
will make improvemoved from the precinct County Homemakers' Association -publicity chairman of BandBe In Charge; To Feed Nell Cummins, Dorothy Ann
pon the disposal plant 25, and was received here last in which he voted at the last at the Courthouse Friday after- Parents Club, has announced.
Davis, LaVergne Lewis, Anna
week.
250-300 Daily
soon.
(Please turn to back page)
noon. Mrs. B. F. Whitmer, of
A concert was given Monday
Elizabeth French, Betty Louise
He said in part: "I don't know
ayor said it is possible
Sacramento, district director of night, Oct. 18, at Butler audiEastside School's lunchroom Gowan, Elizabeth Ann Gray,
to use 10 to 15 percent how or what to write. It's awful
the Kentucky Federation
of torium with 150 to 200 persons opens November 1, Miss Elouise Dorothy Griffeth,
Mary Harmon,
city revenue from its hard to try. Write me often. I
Homemakers, also addressed the in attendance. At a business ses- Jones, principal, said this week.
Rebecca Henderson, Robbie Lou
rks to pay for expanding understand it takes about three
group. Greetings from the State sion, Harry Long was elected She estimated 250 to 300 child- Hobgood,
Jo Hudson, Helen Hopmonths for mail to travel. I am
• sal plant.
Extension office were brought president.
ren will be fed daily.
per, Cleo Ingram, Dorothy Jones,
getting along all right so don't
by Miss Zelma Monroe, district
The Band-Parsnts Club had
Mrs. W. B. Davis will be in Marguerite Jones, Vida Jones,
worry about me for someday,
State home demonstration leader, $203 in its treasury at, the be- charge. The Parent-Teachers As- Virginia
Jones, Jerline Ladd,
and I hope in the not too distant
and officers were chosen for the ginning of the school year, real- sociation is sponsoring the pro- Virginia
35 Cents a 100 Pounds succeeding
Ladd, Estelle Ladd,
future, I'll be home and this
year.
ized $90 from membership fees ject but will have to employ Martha Littlepage, Virginia Mcwill just be a bad ciream."
For Whole Milk Is
Mrs. Charles A. Wilson, county and admissions at the concert, four helpers, Miss Jones said.
Caslin, Virginia Morgan, Mary
The letter was headed "Stalag
chairman, was reelected for a and made $51 from concession
Lunches will be free to child- Magurean,
Christine
Martin,
Rate Announced
38, Germany, April 5, 1943."
one-year
term.
Other
county
sales at the Morganfield-Prince- ren who are unable to pay and Dorothy McCullom, Curley Morse,
• *
A dairy payment program, ef- leaders and committee chairman ton football game Thursday a minimum fee will be charged Anna Maude McConnell, Laura
ze Exhausted As
Pvt. Frank A. Paiteur has re- fective until December 31, 194a, chosen were Mrs: Lester _Paris.
Uwe'
Kailasyss-lak.,ThmCacszia,.
-hi
riled
ISrAlTaTifia
00 Dressings Are
has been announced by War We:Weil-dent; Mrs. if S. Wat- of the new equipment, K. V. ent-Teacher Association hopes to Mary Beth Nichols, Betty Overafter a visit with his parents, Mr. Food Administration as a step son, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. H. Bryant, director, said Tuesday.
finance the project with sales by, Jo Nell Parent, LaVergne
e In Month
and Mrs. C. F. Pasteur, after hav- to restore dairy feed costs to A. Goodwin, foods leader; Mrs.
and the additional six cents a Parent, Mary Edna Pickens,
ing
been
called
home
by
the
H.
M.
Dunn,
clothing
leader;
1942,
September,
level
withthe
of material for
lunch which is furnished by the Christine Phillips, Mary Ruth
6,200 surgical dressings, serious illness of his wife's bro- out disturbing prices of milk or Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, recreation
federal government.
Poindexter, Dorothy Sholar, Elilives
ther
at
Salem.
who
Mrs.
Gene
leader;
Hays,
4-H
dairy
and
as an
products
other
September 28, was cornCarrots were contributed by a zabeth Ann Sholar, Margaret
w
*
*
leader;
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield,
effort to maintain an increase in
rtober 25, and since
federal agency this month and Sholar, June Smiley, Wanda
Otis (Rusty) Wood, who was production of whole milk and home furnishings leader and
ore gauze on hand,
2,707 No. 3 cans were put up at Miriam Smith, Imogene Stevens,
II be closed until home recently on furlough is on butterfat, the county AAA of- Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, garden
the school cannery, enough to Larue Stone, Margaret
June
leader. These officers will also
shipment is received. General Detail at the Navy Re- fice announced Tuesday.
last 2 years. Volunteer workers Strong, Earnestine Tatum, MarSix
County
4-Hers
In Kentucky, rate of payment serve one-year terms and with
C. Sparks, chairman, ceiving Station, Anacostia, D. C„
assisted Mrs. Percy Pruett, sup- garite
Wadlington, Elizabeth
(Please turn to Back Page)
for whole milk delivered will be presidents of community clubs,
Send Stock For
week.
ervisor, and Miss Mary Magur- Worrell, Margarite Wylie, Ann
Homemakers'
composed
the
Adhundredweight.
When
35
cents
a
's are needed as much
ean, home economics teacher.
Young, Elsie Dunn, Emma Glass
Show Nov. 3-5
butterfat rather than whole rriilk visory Council. Chairman of lihas been difficult
and Mesdames Sara Lee Acker,
citizenship
brary,
and
publicity
is delivered, rate of payment
Forty-five 4-H Club calves will
Sara Pettit Miller, Edith Wadsleet demands made
will be four cents a pound, committees will be appointed by be entered from Caldwell county Grand Jury Returns
•. Seliveries by freight
lington and Lillie Belle ChildCurtis George, chairman U. S. Mrs. Wilson.
in Fat Cattle Show and Sale at Six Indictments
Mrs. Sparks said. She
ress.
County leaders who had pre- Louisville, November 3-5, CounWar
Agriculture
Department
is necessary to close
Six indictments were returned
Women's organizations which
pared reports of progress in the ty Agent John F. Graham said by the grand jury, four of which will have charge of downtown
Board, has been informed.
temporarily and she
Homemakers
the
last
program
applications
filing
The
time
for
kers will come in incharge felonies, before circuit War Fund headquarters one day
Madisonville Maroons for payment will be announced year filed their records with the today.
Entries are being made by court adjourned at noon until each, to accept voluntary contriumbers when the Red
county
secretary.
These
reports
necessary
after
date
later
Return
at
a
Come or
Jimmie Martin, Billy Martin, Thursday, Nov. 4, Mrs. Leona butions, are:
gical dressing room is
forms and instructions are made were necessarily omitted due to Virginia Bowie Satterfield, John Trader, clerk, said today. DisMonday, Girls Service OrganiFriday Night
Game
a
change
the
of plans for
meet- Chilton Harrelson and George position has been made of no zation; Tuesday, Booklovers Club;
available.
wing worked 12 hours
ing.
Harrelson. Caldwell civil cases. The case of the Com- Wednesday, Gradatim, Thur*
Grayson
Madisonville's Maroons, who
during October: Miss
Seventy-five homemakers and county has had an entry each monwealth vs. Buddy Satter- day, Parent-Teachers; Friday,
wan, 105; Mrs. Anna administered a sound defeat to Army Truck Collects
their guests were present and year, beginning with 1924.
86; Mrs. Brad Lacy, 66; Butler's Tigers early in the seafield, charged with assault and Women's Club; Saturday, Ameriattended a tea which followed
Approximately 1,100 cattle are battery, resulted in a fine of $25 can Legion Auxiliary; Monday,
e Nichols, 41; Mrs. son, will play a return engage- Furniture Given Here
the meeting. Mrs. C. H. Jaggers entered in the show and sale and costs.
Youth Fellowship.
rits, 41; Mrs. Allison ment on the local stadium Fri- For Soldiers' Dayroom
and her committee of Methodist by 4-H Club and FFA members
Mrs. W. D. Armatrong, day night, when the Cox -coachAn army truck from Camp Church women served the tea.
in Kentucky.
"i Ronald Curry, son of Rev. and
C. Haydon, 37; Mrs. ed underdogs hope to make a Campbell came to Princeton FriCarney Hollowell Is
Others from here to attend are:
Mrs. James Curry, Hodgensville,
ering, 32; Mrs. Mattie better showing.
and took furniture donated
day
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Martin, Mr. Rotary Club Speaker
is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
Playing a return match against in the recent campaign to equip Former Methodist
1; Mrs. H. A. Goodwin,
and Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Mr.
enry Sevison, 27; Mrs. Morganfield High's footballers a dayroom for soldiers. About
Carney Hollowell, introduced and Mrs. Henry Curry.
Minister Dies
and Mrs. Hearne Harrelson, Mr. as "one of the most popular
on, 25; Mrs. W. L. at home last weekend, the un- $200 worth of furniture was doDr. James P. Stubblefield, 88, and Mrs. J. F. Graham and
Mrs. C. S. Collier, 20; der-sized and out-manned Tigers nated and purchased with cash
teachers and football coaches who
Methodist minister here in 1908- daughter, Barbara Sue.
ever served Princeton High
. y Taylor, 20; Miss delighted local fans by putting given for the purpose here, John
09,
died
Monday
at
St.
Louis.
way,
School," addressed the Rotary
'6
19;
Mrs. Clifton up a spirited fight all the
Ed Young, Red Cross chairman, He served more than 30 years
Suffers Burns When
, Mrs. C. A. Griffin, losing by the not at all dis- said this week.
Club on "Our Navy" Tuesday
in the Louisville Conference of
night. Mr. Hollowell is now
Tractor Fuel Is Ignited
B. Ratliff, 16; Miss graceful margin of 27 to 19.
the
Methodist
Church.
n Eldred, 15; Miss Many fans said they were proud Thomas J. Simmons
D. W. Satterfield has a badly principal of the Marion High
Pursuing its policy of giving
sham, 15; Mrs. Mamie of the Tigers in defeat . . . for
burned right hand and arm as a School. G. M. Pedley, editor of the community the best posof
account
Burley
excellent
Vote
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Duty and Privilege
Never Greater Than Now
Now we are at the end of this "quiet and
solorless" political campaign. It hasn't
bothered anybody much, except the men
who are seeking offices; and it has made
scarcely a ripple upon a war-worried world
because no issue raised has stirred interest
of the people anything like as much as the
kourly broadcast of what has happened on
the lighting fronts or the daily newspapers'
reports of the same in more detail.
Yet, as we come to the time when as
citizens charged with the stern responsibility of preserving a democratic form of government which we, however erroneously,
think is the best on earth, we should go to
the polls and cast a freeman's ballot according to the dictates of our consciences . . .
many appear so little concerned about the
outcome they openly say they can't be annoyed with voting!
Adults who passed through the first
World War surely will not be among the
guilty who do an act of treachery to their
fighting men by neglecting to cast a vote
Tuesday, Nov. 2. The evidence is too plain
that isolationism . . . Which is but another
word for downright selfishness, gave us
this second World War.
And who bears this burning brand among
today's seekers for power among us? Why,
friend voter, none other than the softspoken, mild mannered, gentlemanly Judge
Simeon S. Willis, hand picked candidate of
Sampson, Robsion and Swope, the League
wreckers who even now are straining at the
leash of their political impotence in the
hope that neglectful voters will stay at home
in sufficient numbers this election day to
permit them once more to make a durable
peace impossible, through reactionary isolationism, as they and those of their ilk did
in 1920.
If you are one who is willing to blind
yourself to all the progress Kentucky has
made during the last two Democratic administrations at Frankfort; if you deny
that progress in education, in highways, in
rehabilitation of the State's institutions, in
public health, in every phase of our people's
welfare has been greater under Chandler
and Johnson than ever before; if you discount the accomplishment of paying off the
State debt and think nothing of the forward
strides Kentucky has made in many other
phases of modern life . . . still you, as a
human being who has a stake l4.t the fjOre
—shuld not wish to turn aside on the road
to better world understanding again, thus
risking for your children's children another
world war another generation hence.
It is a little thing, the casting of a ballot
upon election day; yet, in today's terrible
chaos it is the epitome of liberty, the mark
of the free citizen whose destiny is in his
own hands, if he will but keep his home
land the place of the brave and the free.
Never has voting been so important. In
all fairness to those boys who carry the
flag high for us across the seas today, let
us vote next Tuesday and so show to the
world that Kentucky folks . . . especially
those of Princeton and Caldwell county, are
not unmindful of their blessings and their
perogratives under the Stars and Stripes.

11111
Compromise Donation
The Republican National Committee has
sent $3,500 to aid Judge Simeon S. Willis'
campaign. That's not a slush fund nor is it
exactly peanuts. Apparently it represents a
compromise between faith and hope.
The contribution appears to denote hardheaded and accurate appraisal of improbability of victory, but, at the same time, a
hedge against the possibility.
One may be sure that Eastern wealth
which poured into North Dakota to elect a
Republican Senator would not be withheld
from Kentucky if prospects were rosier.
—(Louisville Times)

11111
Goblins Salute The Service
By Dorothy Roe
Associated Press Features
Hallowe'en becomes a patriotic holiday
this year.
It's the ideal time to entertain a group of
service men or women at an old-fashioned
Hallowe'en party, complete with spooks,
goblins and general hilarity.
Patriotic groups throughout the country
are hard at work promoting bigger and

better Hallowe'en parties, and urging every
family in America to invite at least one
service man and woman to the spooky festivities.
Lust year, it is estimated, more than 7,000,000 Hallowe'en parties were given in the
United States, and this year it is hoped
there will be even more. Some of them, of
course, will be children's parties, so if you
put your bid in early there may still be
enough service men and women to go
around.
If you are joining the party-givers, here
are some ideas for making it a bang-up Hallowe'en:
Use the traditional Hallowe'en decorations
—cornstalks, autumn leaves, skeletons,
witches and black cats. (A few LIVE black
cats strolling around during the evening will
add to the general hilarity, if you warn your
guests not to let one cross his path.)
For table decorations use an orange or
yellow crepe paper tablecloth, scatter cutout paper autumn leaves over it, and have a
harvest bowl of apples, pears, grapes, eggplant and small pumpkins or colorful squash
in the middle. Or fill a huge bowl with
doughnuts and stick into them the flags of
the United Nations, with the American flag
in the center, a little higher than the rest.
Remember that any service man's idea of
a good time includes dancing, lots of good
"eats" and a few games to add to the merriment. In the latter category, here are two
suggestions:
Tack on the wall a large map of the world
or draw an outline of one on a large sheet
of paper. Give each player a small paper-cut
"bomb" with his name and a pin in it. Mark
the center of the U. S. as the take-off
point. Line "pilots" at opposite end of the
room, and put obstacles in the way—chairs,
tables, books, etc. Give each player a minute
to study the location of the obstacles and
the map. Blindfold him. He is th en given an
air raid target—some point on the map. He-1
must cross the floor without touching any
of the obstacles (escaping anti-aircraft
guns) and pin his "bomb" as close to his
objective as possible. If he touches an obstacle, he "crashes" and is disqualified. If
hp pins his plane in water, he is "drowned"
and out. The winner is the pilot who lands
his "bomb" closest to his target.
Announce to your guests that the Old
Witch of Hallowe'en commands each of them
to sacrifice to her by presenting her with assigned objects, whether they have to beg or
Thiithern. Guests hie—et-v6iTiara
to round up their collection. Here are some
suggested objects: A black cat, a cornstalk,
a skull-and-dogbones, a spider, a bat, a cider
keg, a worm four inches long, a crystal ball,
a "witch-killer," a Ouija board, black dice, a
"spook-trap," a frog, roller skates, soup
plate, green candle. The one who returns
with the most objects in the time given is
the winner.

Odd But Science

Inventing For Victory
By H. W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
Washington—America's inventors are doing a much better job in this war than in
World War I.
Then, out of 110,000 inventions submitted
by the public to the War Consulting Board,
all except 110 were judged worthless for
further investigation, on first examination.
Only one of the 110 was finally used. It is
a device for testing air sickness of pilots.
And then the War Department received
25,000 of the public's inventions of which
only 25 were thought worth considering.
In this war the total of inventors' ideas
is a military secret. But the Journal of Applied Physics says that of 120,000 (part of
those turned in) 1,200 have been sent to
Army ordnance. And development has been
started on 41 of this 1,200. Furthermore,
four of the 1,200 had been completed for
military use by the first of this year.
The number of ideas fluctuates with the
publicity received by the council. After
Pearl Harbor the number of new ideas daily
jumped from 250 items to 600 and by the
end of January reached 750. To date there
are several thousand suggestions on how to
protect ships from torpedoes—not one yet
useful, the Journal says, because they cut
the speed and maneuverability of a ship to
the point where it is even more vulnerable
to sub attack.
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Seaman Harold W.
Piercy's Body Sent
Home For Last Rites

REV. PONTON THANKS
RETONGA FOR RELIEF

Widely Known Presbyterian
Says He Would Feel Ungrateful Not to Pass Word
Funeral services for PrinceOf His Good Fortune On To
ton's first war victim brought
Others. Tells Of His Case.
home for burial, Harold W.
Piercy, S/1c, killed October 16
in a collision of two Navy
blimps near Lakehurst, N. J
were held 2:30 o'clock Friday
afternoon at Methodist Church,
with the pastor, the Rev. E. S.
Denton, in charge.
The name of Mrs. George
Drennan, a half-sister, was omitted from the survivors published
in last week's paper, relatives
said.
Piercy's body arrived here
Thursday afternoon, escorted by
Robert Smith, S/1c, stationed at
the blimp base, who said a military funeral was also held for
Piercy at Lakehurst. Smith said
Piercy was to have received
his wings when he returned from
the flight which resulted fatally
for him and five others.
All business houses were closed
here for the funeral and flags
were at half-mast.
Pallbearers were Harry Long,
C. A. Bramlett, Boone Piercy,
James Ratliff, Hobart McGough
and J. W. Quinn.
Flower girls were Virginia
Ladd, Nellie Hendricks, Eliza-

"Retonga proved even bettr
than I had hoped and I would
feel ungrateful not to pass the
news of my good fortune on to
others," declares , Rev. Andrew
Jackson Ponton, Widely known
Presbyterian minister, who resides on Route 2, Lynchburg, Va.
During nearly half century of
preaching the gospel, Rev. Ponton has served many Virginia
Churches and is one of the most
beloved ministers in the state.
Speaking of Retonga, Rev. Ponton states:
"I suffered so much .distress
from indigestion, loss of appetite, and nervousness that it was
a great effort for me to preach
a sermon or do anything else.
What little nourishment I ate
seemed to bring on gas and indigestion. My nerves were tightstrung, and persistant constipation forced me to take strong
laxatives. I felt so rundown that
I feared that I was nearing the
end of my row.

Miss Tavner Adams, Frankfort, Card Of Thanks
Mrs. C. A. Pepper returned
To our friends:
Wednesday after a visit with her state case supervisor, Department
For every expression of symdaughter., Mrs. Paul Palmer, and of Welfare, is spending a few
pathy; for the beautiful floral
Mr. Palmer in Bay City, Texas. days here.
offerings; for each word and
deed of friendship in our recent Before you buy,
see our
sorrow, we are profoundly grateline
Markers, Monuments
and
ful.
Mausoleums.
E. M. McCASLIN and
FRED HOPPER.
Prompt and
courteous
On erections. se
Masonic Notiee
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 Thursday Paducah Granite,
Mar
evening, October 28, 1943 to conAnd Stone Co.
fer the Master Mason's degree.
Brethren take notice and attend.
Phone 799
Visiting brothers welcome.
J. Y. O'Bannon,
H. M. PRICE, Master,
Seere
402-4 S. 3rd Si,
G. W. TOWERY, Sec'y
Paducah,

MONUMENTS

NOTICE!
To My Patients

Rev. Andrew Jackson Ponton
"The relief Retonga brought
me was both surprising and
gratifying. I feel like eating
again, the nervousness, constipation, and run-down feeling also
are relieved, and I feel lots
stronger. Retonga is far ahead
of any medicine I have ever
tried."
Retonga is intended to relieve
such distress when due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient flow of gastric
juices in the stomach, and loss
of appetite. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.
-adv.

beth Brinkley, Dorothy Grif- Myrtle Grace Talley.
At Cedar Hill Cemetery, where
fith, Mattie Blanche Ashley and
took place, the flag was
burial
4SSALSINUMINIIRMIRMIIIINSILMINS
1111111101114%
foldswl from the casket and givReserve District No. 8 en to the boy's mother, Mrs.
Charter No. 5257
Freeman Piercy. As Joe Long
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
sounded "taps", Smith and James
Lowery Linton, RM2C stood at
attention.

I have resumed my practice and will be at m

ASSETS
1. Loans and discounts (including $198.42 overdrafts) _1 253,842.08
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
738,488.16
guaranteed
92,489.60
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
19,165.48
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5. Corporate stocks (including $2,300.00 stock of Federal
2,375.00
Reserve bank)
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
313,241.13
balance, and cash items in process of collection
7. Bank premises owned $24,500.00, furniture and fix31,500.00
tures $7,000.00
(Bank premises owned are subject to $(none) liens
not assumed by bank)
None
8. Real estate owned other than bank premises
9. Investments and other •assets indirectly representing
None
bank premises or other real 'estate
10. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outNone
standing
6,861.00
11. Other assets
12.

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
$1,028,376.58
corporations
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor172,906.54
porations
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
125,420.65
postal savings)
16,939.81
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
None
17. Deposits of banks
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.) None
4114.1%68,- - _- .
20. Bills payable, rediscounts, and other 'liabilities for
None
borrowed money
21. Mortgages or other liens, $(none) on bank premises
None
and $(none) on other real estate
22. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank
None
sk..
and outstanding
3,442.47
23. Other liabilities

HPITOL

24.

Total Liabilities
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

25. Capital Stock:
(a) Class A preferred, total par $(none), retirable value $(none)
(Rate of dividends on retirable value is 0%)
(b) Class B preferred, total Apr $(none), renirable value $(none)
(Rate of dividends on retirable value is 0%)
(c) Common stock, total par $50,000.00
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves (and retirement account for preferred
stock)

26,000.00
28,876.40
6,000.00

29.

Total Capital Accounts

$ 110,876.40

30.

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

$1,457,962.45

MEMORANDA
31. Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
(a) United States Government obligations, direct
and guaranteed, pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities
$ 21,100.00
(b) Other assets pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities (including notes and bills rediscounted and securities sold under repurchase
3,000.00
agreement)
(c) Assets pledged to qualify for exercise of fiduciary or corporate powers, and for purposes other
than to secure liabilities
None
(d) Securities loaned
None
(e)

Total

$

Total

$
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Mrs. Amanda Booker

24,100.00

32. Secured liabilities:
(a) Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant
to requirements of law
$ 21,328 37
(b) Borrowings secured by pledged assets (includand
rediscounts
repurchase agreements)
ing
None
(c) Other liabilities secured by pledged assets
None
(d)

TONIGHT

Mrs. Amanda Booker, 85, died
suddenly Tuesday afternoon at
1:30 o'clonk at her home near
Farmersville. She had been in
declining health for some time.
Mrs. Booker was born and reared
in Caldwell county and was a
member of Creswell church.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Arthur McGough, Stanford;
Mrs. George Sherrills, Detroit,
Mich.; and Mrs. J. S. Rowland,
Farmersville; two sons, Eugene
Booker, Princeton; and W. D.
Booker, who lived with his mother; and one sister, Mrs. Mary
Anders, Creswell.
The date and hour of funeral
services have not been decided
but will be held at Creswell
church with burial in Pleasant
Hill cemetery.

"I was so full of gas I was
afraid I'd burst. Sour, bitter substance rose up in my throat
from my upset stomach after
meals. I got ERB-HELP, and it
worked- irrehes-.04-.gas -and-Arioat
from me. Waistline is way down
now. Meals are a pleasure. I
praise Erb-Help to the sky."This is an actual signed testimonial from a man living right here
in Princeton.
ERB-HELP is the new formu$1,347,086.05 la containing medicinal juices
from 12 Great Herbs; these herbs
cleanse bowels, clear gas from
stomach, act on sluggish liver
and kidneys. Miserable people
soon feel different all over. So
don't go on suffering-Get ErbHelp. Dawson's Drug Store.-adv
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Rurnsey Taylor officiated at
the L.S.U.-Georgia game Satur$1,457,962.45
day in Columbus, Georgia.
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Of Princeton in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on October 18, 1943 published in response
to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
under Section 5211, U.S. Revised
Statutes.
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21,328.37

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
ss:
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,
I, Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier.
Sworn,to and subscribed before me this 26th day of October, 1943.
VIRGINIA McCASLIN. Notary Public.
My Commission Expires Feb. 15, 1947
CORRECT-Attest:
W. C. SPARKS,
R. U. KEVIL
J. B. LESTER, Directors
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The Leader
Congratulates

At The Churches

Personals

O.P.A. regulations restrict our trips into an area
to one trip per week to collect the Laundry and
one to return it after it has been washed.
To comply with these regulations we will make
the following collections:
MONDAY--Washington Street and the Streets
to the North to North Jefferson.
TUESDAY North Jefferson, Franklin Street,
South Jefferson and the streets West of
South Jefferson and South of the Railroad.
WEDNESDAY

All Streets East of Franklin St.

Trip into each area will be made to deliver the
finished laundry as soon as we can do the work.
We can collect laundry on our second or deliver trip into each area but can not return it to
you until the following week.

of

Phone No. 35

Hospital News
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PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
HEIIRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
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**TWELVE SELILS**-.
Cordelette Corduroy two',weer. In Antelope, Tan.
bark, Coquelicot Red,
Llenert Ten. Junior sizes
11 to 15.
'12.93

i
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famous Scenes, mailed free
Beautiful Volume of these

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

on request.
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Ky. Farm News

The Office of Defense Health
"With These People
and Welfare Services co-ordinWe'll Win the War
ates all federal activities conHow a family in Webster coun- cerned with the care of children
ty, Kentucky, works and lives of working mothers.
under war conditions is told by
J. E. Humphrey, an extension
poultry man for the State College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Tom, It Is true, there Is a safe harm
C. C. Dunville, Jr., and his less medicated liquid celled Kle•r•s
that
dries up pimples over night
hatchery.
certified
a
sister own
Many report that they had a red sore
He does official blood testing pimply face one night and surprised
their friend• the nest day with
and culling of flocks in the clear
complexion. There is no risk
region while she looks after the The first application must con•Ince
you or you get your money back
hatchery. Their mother works in Only
60c. Join the happy If leer*:
a war plant in Evansville, Ind., users who ar• no longer embarrassed
with unsightly pimples. Sold mind
getting up at 3:30 a.m. and leav- recommended
by
ing Sebree at 5 a.m. Mrs. Gorddn
DAWSON'S
DRUG STORE
Hancock, another member of the
family, has the same schedule in
war work. Mr. Hancock farms,
producing principally corn and
hogs. They have two sons in the
VOTE
Army. A grandmother helps
about the place, seeing that
younger children get off to
school in time.
"Sure we'll win the war, with
just such people as these," says
Mr. Humphrey.

Says County' Agent Raymond
E. Nute of Lewis county: "Approximately $200,000 worth of
timber was produced in this
county in the past 12 months.
This is only about half the
potential annual output, but better cutting practices and fire
control will have to be put into
effect to get maximum yields."
Homemakers'
Members
of
clubs in Warren county are helping in the war effort by improving methods of handling milk on
the farm. Their program includes
the almost complete elimination
of the rejection Of milk because
of unsanitary practices.
County Agent P. R. Watlington says Bourbon county farme:s would apply 125,000 tons of
limestone yet this year, if they
took advantage of the grant-of'lid provision made by the Agricultural
Adjustment
Agency.
They have been using about 15,AMERICAN PRISONERS HOMEWARD BOUND—Five U. S. prisoners arrive in Goetborg, 000 tons a year.
Sweden from German prison camps. They were freed in a wounded prisoner exchange beMrs. U. E. Hinton of Muhlentween the Allies and Germany. Left to right: Herbert Ehrich, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Edwin Nelsson, berg county canned two years'
Marshall, Minn.; Leroy Keith, Denver, Pa.; Robert Scott, Greensboro, N. C., and August Tornow, supply of vegetables and fruits,
Every coast town of Norway is
Mossy Rock, Wash. (AP Wirephoto by radio from Stockholm).
for her family of six. In 21 on a fjord.
years she has never been without
a variety of home-canned products. She also helps with a
truck garden, dairying, livestock
and poultry.
Thirty-four days after turning
OPTOMETRIST
vetch and sowing turnips, Henry
Phone 250
E. Main St.
Riekert of Boyd county was selling turnips. When plowing under
the vetch he thought he would
never sow any again, it was so
hard to handle. But he changed
DEPENDABLE
his mind when turnips did well,
INSURANCE I
in face of dry weather.
A survey in Perry
county
showed that 90 members of In Standard Old Line CornHomemakers' clubs canned 5,- ponies . . . Safety for Your
344 quarts of fruits, 9,510 quarts I Property and Peace of Mind g
of vegetables, 248 quarts of for Yourself.
meats, 2,338 quarts of juices, and
1,882 jars of jellies, preserves
and relishes.
John E. Young, Agt.
Phone 45
Approximately 79 percent of
Princeton, Ky.
body weight is water.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

I

Pimples Disappeared
Over Night

uoday, October 28, 1943
28, 19

a ewtin
HELP PREVENT
MANY.
COLDS
from
developing

Put a few Lltopi of
each nostril Lit the Va•trolti,
or sneeze. Its very lint sitg4
quick action
aids Nature's defenses
apinst colds. Nllow
VICKI
directions Vir%in
In folder.
litg101a
Every booy Re. ds
-Th.;

FOR

Joe E.
NUNN
Democratic Nominee For

REPRESENTATIVE
I will serve you efficiently and fairly in the
Legislature
General Election, Tuesday, Nov. 2

I. LYTER DONALDSO
BLAZING TANKER RESTS ATOP SUB VICTIM—This is an air view of the northbound tanker which collided with a sunken freighter off the Florida coast. The resulting explosion and
fire cost 88 lives. The tanker grounded over a freighter sunk earlier in the war by a sub. The
mast of the sunken vessel is visible over the stern of the damaged tanker. (AP Wirephoto
from army air force).

AMONG THE
COUNTY AGENTS
Hugh Bowman of Lee county
expects to get $225 to $250 an
acre from 4Liz acres of seed
hemp.
J. A. Barber of Washington
county shucked 79 bushels of
hybrid corn to the acre, despite
the dry season.
Ten dehydrators were used in
Hickman county to dry apples
and peaches and many kinds of
vegetables.
Ray Schadler, a Campbell
county boy, sold $61 worth of
beans from his 4-H club project.
Eating—huckeyres ts thtnight—to

NEED A
LOAN?
•
COME IN
OR PHONE
Now!

Loons To Both Moo Aad Women
Maurice French, Manager
Phone 470

be causing deaths among cattle
in Clay county.
Commercial hybrid corn growers in Warren county are getting
65 to 85 bushels to the acre.
Lack of pasture and scanty
of water caused some Grant
county farmers to go out of the
sheep business.
Mike Ebelhar of Daviess county plowed up a field that had
been in alfalfa continuously for
10 years.
Some dairy farmers in Gallatin county sowed two acres of
feed crops for every cow.
Mrs. Louise Lowery of Lyon
county kept alfalfa from yellowing by cproading 4 pounds
of borax to the acre.
McLean county farmers who
grew considerable acreages of
corn will continue raising hogs.
The Nicholas County Farm Bureau and the Carlisle Business
Men's club are sponsoring a
frozen food locker.
Victory garden awards to 200
Harlan county families will be

made by the Harlan Kiwanis
club.
Farmers in Henry county sowed about 2,000 acres of vetch,
using 55,000 to 60,000 pounds of
seed
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Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

106% Market St.
WI

PRINCETON, KY.

And, of course, a cordial reception and

INTERSTATE

careful attention to your entertainment

FINANCE CORP. Of KY.

during your stay are yours, always, at

YOU CAN
DEPEND fi
ON

TOP PRICES
TOP SERVICES
WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE. CALVES
HOGS, SHEEP. LAMBS

You can't afford to take
chances. Be sure you get
top prices for your finished stock. You get big
dividends
by
finishing
your medium grades and
shipping to us.

BURFORD BROTHERS
COMPANY
AND
BOURBON STOCK YARDS
Lfmalk, iy.
Pitone JAtklora 1835

ERNEST E. SHANN
For Auditor

0,...Q
A. ...
;"11-4LAL. b1
forrestal
James
the Navy
Secretary ot
Under

OEN..

THE

KENTUCKY'
HOTEL

GEO. L. EVANS
For Supt. Public lnstr
•

Louisville's newest and most centrally locat-

DON'T TAKE CHANCES

For Governor

ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's I
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRDt'iTH,
Assistant Manager

This is published for the 42,000 men and
women who work for the Illinois Central
Railroad, and because we believe our
friends will be as proud of it as we are.
OF

AMERICA'S

LLINOIS CENTRA

RAILROADS -- All
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$52,941.15 Over
On Bond Quota
Final Figures Sent
Mayor Cash By State
Executive Manager

Distinguished Flying
Cross Awarded Pilot
Major Harmon E. Burns, 24,
Detroit, Mich., nephew of Mrs.
Paul Cunningham and Mrs.
Billie McElroy, has recently
been awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross which was pinned
on him by Major General James
Doolittle, relatives have been
notified. Major Burns, recently
promoted to that rank, pilots a
fighter plane and is a squadron
commander. He was sent to Africa in January and took part
in the African and Sicilian campaigns. Major Burns is expected
to arrive in this country within
a few weeks and will visit relatives here.

Final figures in the Third War
Loan Drive for Caldwell county
show the quota of $322,000 was
exceeded by $52,947.75, based on
a report received by Dr. W. L.
Cash, chairman of the county's
third War Loan drive from Executive Manager J. S. Bate, Jr.,
state committee.
Mr. Bate said, "sales of all
issue credited to your county
through the Federal Reserve
Banks during the Third War City Council Holds
Loan Drive are as follows: Series
E, $97,743.75; Series F, $203.50; Brief Regular Meeting
A short session of City CounSeries G, $56,000; Series C, $4,000; 7/8's, $3,000; 2 percent cil was held Monday night with
,
$102,000; 2 1/2 percent, $112,000. the Mayor and all councilmen
attending. Collections for the
Total, $374,947.25."
It was originally said the coun- last week aggregated $1,951.60
ty's quota was over-subscribed with approximately $1,500 representing tax collections.
$29,850.
Lily Campbell are spending a
Mrs. Grace Brown and Mrs. few
days in Louisville.

We Need
More Roads, Better Located
Rural Highway Fund Controlled by
Fiscal Court
More Old Age Money, Equally Divided
Between Eligible Applicants
Taxel Lowered, by Reducing the Numbe
r
and Pay of Those on State and
County Pay Rolls
The County School Superintendents
Elected by Direct Vote
Suits Brought Against State Agenci
es
Shall Be Tried in LOCAL Courts

[Nair Alexander
CANDIDATE FOR STATE SENATOR

Will Help Us Get Them

Vote For 1-lim

counties were scheduled to hold
a precinct organization meeting
at the courthouse here Wednesday afternoon, as The Leader
went to press. They were to
be addressed by Eldon S. Dummit, Lexington, GOP candidate
for Attorney General, and Robert H. Lucas, former Louisville
Republican leader. Earl Hillyard
is county chairman for the Republicans.

Condensed Report of Condition of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

28, 194
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at the close of business October 18, 1943

RESOURCES

ers Urged To
ye Approval
Amendment

LIABILITIES

Cash and due from Banks

$ 595,163.53

U. S. Government Bonds

Capital Stock (Common)

$

75,000.00

1,005,700.00

Other Bonds and Securities____

184,825.56

Loans and Discounts

397,603.17

Bank Premises

Undivided Profits

11,057.08
6,000.00

•
DEPOSITS

None

Overdrafts

75,000.00

Reserves

17,112.05

Other Real Estate

Surplus

2,034,364.09

1,016.86

TOTAL

$2,201,421.17

TOTAL

$2,201,421.17

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

---mmemennmmems sick leave with his parents, Mr.
NEWS OF OUR and Mrs. Lonnie Harmon.
*
*
*
NEN.../WOMEN
Richard Kilgore, son of Mr.
(Continued from Page One)
IN UNIFORM
and Mrs. Lymon Kilgore, left election is entitled to vote in this

Final Plans To

(Continued from Page One)
where he will attend school for
a few months.
* * *
Billy M. Jones, 21, a Central
Signal Corps School student,
whose home is in Princeton, has
been promoted to private, first
class.
He enlisted in the Army in
May, and is now taking a radio
operator high speed course at
the school.
His wife, Mrs. Helen M. Jones,
lives at Madisonville, and his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Jones, live at Oak Grove, Ky.
* * *
Pvt. Carl Harmon returned
Saturday to Camp Polk, Louisiana after spending a sixteen-day

*

To our Customers
WE SINCERELY SAY,

"Thank You
For cooperating with our wartime probl
em of every other
day deliveries."
Complying with Food Distribution Order
No. 17 Amendment 3-B, issued by the Office of
Defense Transportation, it was
necessary to use this wartime basis for
milk delivery.
Your route man will cooperate with
you in every manner
possible in adjusting you to this new
system of delivery . . . your
patriotic cooperation in this war measure
is appreciated.
IlltaV.aftassarannanasuastuada,m.

Princeton'Cream & Butter Co.
(Basil T. Daum, Prop.)
Phone 161

There is no priority
on comfort for the
workm:• who says
"Friedman -Shelby"
when making his
work shoe purchases
There's a Friedman.
Shelby work shoe
for every work shoe

Monday to return to Nicholas one, regardl
ess of whether he
General
Hospital,
Louisville, has registe
red recently. First
where he is undergoing treatment for an injured back. He is time voters and those who have
in army and was inducted last moved to new precincts cannot
October. He was sent across May vote unless they are
registered
9 and returned to this country in the precinct in
which they
October 9. Kilgore told friends now reside, the law
provides.
that he spent five months in the
The Democrats will
African campaign. His wife was to five precinct workerhave two
s in each
formerly Allene Oldham.
of the county's 25 polling places
* * *
election day and enough cars to
James Lowery Linton, RM2C, haul all party members to
their
leaves Friday for New Orleans voting places who do
not have
after six months' training at At- means of transportation
, Mr.
lantic City, N. J. He is in the Pettit said Wednesday.
He urged
Coast Guard and has recently that all voters take part
in this
been promoted from third class most important electio
n, which
to second class, radio man. Lin- will have great bearing
upon
ton has been home on leave, Kentucky's progress during
and
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. after the war, especially
as conLeo Linton. He was in the Coast cerns our fighting men."
Guard band at Atlantic City.
Republican leaders from four
* * *

Cpl. and Mrs. Newton Ward
are visiting his mother, Mrs. T.
N. Ward in Fredonia this week.

Main At Cadiz Sts.

Thursday, October

*

Swans Downs Family Flour

*

Martin Turley, of Fredonia, has
been given a medical discharge
from the Army. He is a son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley.
Carl Beesley, Jr., U.S. Army
Signal Corps, Camp Crowder,
Mo., is_on furlougfl. visiting •
jia-rerits, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Beesley, N. Harrison street.
Warren Maxwell Tosh, U.S.N.,
Fredonia, has been transferred to
Corpus Christie, Texas.

CLASSIFIED ADS

All Classified Ads must be
paid for when ordered, except in cases of business
firms having regular advertising accounts With The
Leader. There will be no
deviation from this rule.
FOR SALE: Roll top office desk
and dining room suite; latter
practically new. Phone 719. ltp
FOR RENT: Business house now
occupied by Wood Drug Co.,
west court square, Princeton,
Ky. Possession Nov. 1, 1943.
R. W. Lisanby.
3t
JUST RECEIVED: Full run in
sizes of heavy suede shirts—
also nice line of slack trousers
in tans, browns, blues—for men
and young men. Wood and McElfatrick.
it
WANTED: Four or five room
house or private apartment by
local family. Phone 50.
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier,
716 West Jefferson. Louisville.
FOR SALE: 1936 Chevrolet pickup truck; good condition; '37
Ford V-8, 11
/
2 Ton Truck, good
condition, good tires; '37 Ford
V-8, 2-door sedan with '39
model 60 motor, good condition. Claude P'Pool. Phone
4514.
It
NICE LINE of new Oxford shirts
—tan, blue and green. Priced
$2.00. Wood and McElfatrick. It
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c1 Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl
Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy to do,
absolutely harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
McKenzie, glamorous movie
star. Money refunded if not
satisfied. Dawson's Drug Store
11-4-43

for better baking for three generations,
vitamins, mineral enriched
25 pound bag. . $1.35
COM* Marshmallow

CakesBar
C
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•
ookies

lb.

Lemon Gem

SunshinlecEva:
corated

16

lb. 1

..23

(No Poipnots
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Flake Hominy
Kraft's Pimento

Salted Peanuts
Ammonia
Pickle Sticks
21 Peanut Butter
Rice Krispies
Mc Macaroni
Post Tens"
22( Potatoes
Baking Soda C.rry:ntadl 3::..12( Cabbage
White Shinola
8 Crackers
Pancake Flour

Aunt Jemima —
ready mix i

for pancakes

pkg.

ArLide

quart jar

Kellogg's

CABBAGE
firm solid heads
CARROTS
tender California
SPANISH ONIONS
large sweet
CUCUMBERS
long, green hot-house

29(

fl
bottle
quart 1 2(
2
1

29 oz. jar

Red Cross

pkg.

cleaner for all
kinds of

white shoes

de:is
otus lb.

43(t

or SPAGHETTI

2 pkgs.
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9

I I

Lady Betty Kosher

style,

live or Relish

Spread, 1
5 oz. tumbler (1 point each)
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'
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ed
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U.
must show negligence and 11(
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e that from vid
to 1500 injuries and 12 tea
fatalities are reported each at 1
\To
to the Department and
does no include injuries and
ties not covered by the proof the voluntary WorkCompensation law. Alall safety agencies of the
are doing everything possito reduce industrial acciit is certain a large numwill be injured and killed
year, therefore I think it
fair and just for "industry
assume responsibility for its
ties" and I urge every
e voter in Kentucky, ememployees and the genpublic va go---tis. Use poi s can
ember 2 and cast a "YES"
ot so that our citizens generwho do not share in the proor losses of industry, will not
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.risibility for injuries and
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ter for the injured worker
his family, a public agency
assume it.
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ioner of Industrial ReCommonwealth of Kena Leader Classified Ad

pkg. 5(

excellent quality, 100 lb.
bag (when packed) $2.75

the City Election please
Vote This Way . • •

fine for all purpose., el85
cellent for kraut
50 pound bag (when packed)
1
Owl Saltine
large 2 lb. pkg.

bottle

29

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT
LEMONS rich in
vitamins, large 36() size

10(
..71(

bunch

each

loct

APPLES
U. S. No. 1 Winesap

doz. 30(
lb.912(

PARSNIPS
sweet and tender

lb.

TOMATOES
red ripe hot-house

lb.15

10ft
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OF COMFORT
OURS
There is no priority
on comfort for the
workmz-, who says
"Friedman -Shelby"
when making his
work shoe purchases
here's a Friedman.helby work shoe
or every work shoe
•uroos•
- d $2.98 to $5.50
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e WOI k met 's Compensation
pulsory Amendment will be
e November 2 ballot, and I
to urge all eligible citizens
Is for its passag,.... Our preslaw which was placed on
tatutes in 1916, is a volun7-ocedure. Only penalty for
of an employer to "elect
cept its provisions" is the
I in a suit at law, by an
or his representative
..ver damages for personal
or death by accident raisout of and in the course of
oyment, of •three common
defenses which are:
I That the employe was
f contributory negligence.
.:.at the injury was caused
'e negligence of a fellownt of the injured employe.
That the employe has asthe risk of injury.
ere are thousands of workers
entucky who have little or
otection in case of industrial
or death as their emrs have not elected to of- PURPLE
HEART ON HIS BANDAGE—His purple heart award
Workmen's Compensation
pinned to his helmet-like bandage, Seaman 2/c Douglas Stratlion to them. Their only
er, USN, of Miamj, Fla., still lives, although he was hit by a
rse is to file suit against
37mm cannon shell from a German plane while serving on a
employers, but in all cases
U. S. Navy subchaser in Palermo harbor, Sicily. Lt. Dorothy
must show negligence and
Holstein, of Mt. Carmel, Ill., an army nurse, bandages his head
',. cases are usually destiwound at an undisclosed hospital. (AP Wirephoto from Sig. before a final decision
nal corps.)
7ed. I do not believe it
t., any community in KenWatch Those Cars
or to the State to permit Rations Raise Funds
Malden, Eng. (1P)—Wardens in
London 031—Although all un'try, whether mining, manu7
the activity may be this Surrey village collected a necessary motor traffic has been
no benefits to the in- spoonful of tea and another of abolished, more people are being
...,rker or the widow and sugar from every house in the killed on Britain's roads than
area, and the novel idea proin peacetime, the Ministry of
.records indicate that from vided more than 1,000 cups of Transport said in an appeal to
to 1500 injuries and 12 tea which sold at a shilling each the public to form "habits of
fatalities are reported each at a fete in aid of the Red Cross. sane and courteous road bet.) the Department and More than $6,000 was raised.
haviour."
-s no include injuries and
In
one
active
day
in
North
Afsumed
1,500,000 gallons of high
not covered by the pros of the voluntary Work- rica, the Allied Air Forces con- octane gasoline.
Compensation law. Alall safety agencies of the
doing everything possito reduce industrial acciit is certain a large numwill be injured and killed
year, therefore I think it
fair and just for "industry
:-;me responsibility for its
and I urge every
ter in Kentucky, ern, rrployees and the genon
jqUe
t)er 2 and. cast- a
I so that our citizens goner'Alin do not share in the pro;es of industry, will not
to continue to assume
,ility for injuries and
in our State which in
ss should be assumed
lustry or employer rer such casualties—
Austry does not provide
ical care, food, clothing and
ter for the injured worker
his family, a public agency
assume it.
William C. Burrow,
missioner of Industrial Re1S, Commonwealth of KenY.)

he City Election please
Vote This Way . . •
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We thought him a child, a baby,
With never a care at all.
But his country call him mansize,
And Harold had answered the
call.
He paused to
ing,
Where, fired
drum.
He bowed his
And thought
come.

watch the recruitby the rifle and
head to Old Glory,
that it whispered,

Harold not being a slacker,
Stood forth with patriot-joy
To add his Jaime to the roster,
God knows we were proud of
the boy.
It made him a man and a sailor,
And we lent him a listening ear.
For his heart was a heart all
loyal,
Unscouraged by the curse of
fear.
A picture of dejection, this
Harold's life as a sailor,
wounded German soldier capIn this war torn world is o'er,
For God in his wonderful wis- tured in the Volturno valley battle in Italy, waits at a dressing
dom,
station for further treatment.
Has called him to that Golden
(AP Wirephoto by signal corps
Shore.
radiophoto).
His dad, when we told him,
The U. S. has approximately
shuddered,
His mother—God bless her, cried; six and one-half times as much
Yet blessed with a mother's nat- railroad mileage as Germany.
ure,
The American Red Cross has
She wept with a mother's pride. shipped 20,000 fishing kits for
—Written by a friend. use of American soldiers.

Fredonia News

Fairview News

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev. A. D. Smith filled his
regular appointment at the Cumberland Presbyterian church. A
part of the service was devoted
to the dedication of the service
flag and honoring the boys who
are in the service.
Revival services are in progress at the Presbyterian Church
conducted by the pastor, Rev. C.
W. Dilworth.
Mrs. H. E. Tosh has returned
from Lincoln Park, Mich., where
she has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Floyd Davis and Mr.
Davis. She plans to spend the
winter months with Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Mrs. J. B. Ray Sr. made a
business trip to Marion Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolin Robinson,
of Louisville, were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz,
Mr. Albert Boaz and Miss Georgia
Boaz.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Tom Matthews,
of Dixon, Tenn.
•
Miss Beulah Moore, of Marion,
was a Sunday guest of Mrs.
Lawrence Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Burklow
and children, Stephan and Dan,
of Columbus, Ind., are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Moore.
Mrs John Baker, of Evansville,
is visiting her son, Mr. and Mrs.
Talley Baker.
Mrs. H. E. Tosh was a weekend
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Tosh

(By Mrs. John Thompson)
Saturday night and Sunday
was our regular meeting day
but due to sickness and the
weather, not very many attended.
Little Patsy Smith spent Wednesday night with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Pugh visited Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Oliver
Saturday- night.
Isaac Oliver, Creswell, spent
the weekend with his brother
and family, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boyd
are moving to Jeff Watson's
place soon.
John Thompson spent Friday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Thompson, near Farmersville.

One-Boy Fire Department
Knoxville, Tenn. (/P)—Flames
levelled a garage building and
spread to three homes nearby.
Residents started carting out
their belongings. But 15-year-old
fire-fighting Bobby Knott singlehandedly extinguished the fire
with a hose. Owner of the houses
said the boy saved him about
$8,000.
and family.
Miss Evelyn Cox. of Marion,
was a weekend guest of Miss
Katherine Green.
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To The Voters Of
iioloosoaariaomr

.aoluilowoor

As candidates to succeed ourselves as Councilmen, we make no claims to infallibility or
super-men, but we do believe the record achieved in co-operating with the Mayor in the administration of the city's affairs for nearly two years does entitle us to an indorsement by the
voters of Princeton, and we propose to stand on our record and to ask for an indorsement, pledging the same co-operation with the Mayor and all others concerned in an effort to render efficient- service and to promote the continuation of a safe, sane, conservative administration-of-municipal affairs.
As a matter of fact, substantiated by the record available to any interested voter, who
might refuse to take our word, the finances of the city are in better condition now than when we
assumed office in December, 1941. Cash is being paid for purchases thereby making savings to
the city by reason of discounts. During the past year not one penny has been borrowed to meet
the operating expenses, an unusual thing to happen as investigation will reveal. The city's debts,
which accumulated prior to our induction into office, are being paid and the record shows that
we have paid over $6,800.00 on such debts in addition to meeting bond interest charges of
$5,630.00 and retiring $3,000.00 worth of city bonds; and will, prior to the expiration of our
present term of office, pay all of the city debts with the exception of the bonded indebtedness.
We have not been miserly or parsimonious with the city employees, but have increased
their wages in keeping with increases in cost of living and have endeavored to give them a living wage to which we feel they are justly entitled and without which we would not have received
efficient service, and in this we believe fair-minded voters will agree. NO INCREASE IN TAXES
HAS BEEN MADE, NO RAISE IN WATER RATES and the city's equipment and machinery have
not been neglected or imperiled because of the showing made in the payment of the city's indebtedness. Two fire plugs, or hydrants, have been installed, water lines and mains installed,
500 feet of fire hose purchased, police car purchased, annex to the city hall built, the uptown
water tank painted, three pumps kept in repair at the city water plant in order to be prepared
in case of an emergency. (Three pumps have been at the plant for some years, but not always
in usable condition.)

We are willing to serve as councilmen for another two years and are offering ourselves
for re-election on the records we have_), made, and the Mayor joins with us in pledging the same
co-operation for the next two years as has characterized our administration for the past two
years. Why change?

H. Morgan

gh Blackburn
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NEW
NSERVATIVE TICKET

Conway LaoeY

Awaits Treatment

Number 17

Without ostentation or show we have endeavored to have the laws honestly enforced
and we believe the record achieved in this regard is indicative of efficiency and competency of
the police and judicial department and those connected therewith of our city, and is further
evidenced by the police court collections, enabling a larger sum to be paid to the Coon Memorial Library than perhaps ever before. Without continuing further enumeration of facts, we allege
that the various departments of city government, including the collection and disbursement of
funds, the water, street, cemetery and all other functions of city government are being as well
or better administered than ever before as evidenced by the records made in all departments.
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In Memory Of
Harold W. Piercy
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Awarded First Prize As Best
Community Newspaper In State
By Kentucky Press Assn., 1943

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, October 28, 1943
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We also feature styles in Glamour Rayons and
American Beauty Silks

SULA & ELIZA NALL

Vote straight. . . THE NEW CONSERVATIVE TICKET.
J. H. MORGAN
U. CONWAY LACEY
HUGH BLACKBURN

TOM HAMMOND
JOE JONES
J. W. QUINN
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70,000 WACs Are
Needed Now For
Army Air Forces

No,these are not Russian or Polish
war orphans.They are right here
at home. Their father, who was
an automobile mechanic, is in
Europe now, repairing
American tanks. Their
mother is in a war plant.
Every night they sit here and
wait her homecoming—and
dinner. Your dollars can support playgrounds, equipment and care for them
through one of our local
welfare agencies. Would
you rather have a new
evening gown?

An intensive drive in seven
mid western states for 46,000
WACs for the Army Air Forces
is in full progress, it was announced today by Maj. Gen. F.
L. Martin, commanding general
of the Army Air Forces Central
Command, with headquarters in
St. Louis.
The states, all in the army's
5th and 6th Service Commands,
are Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
and
West Virginia.
The drive is part of a national campaign for 70,000 WACs, of
whom 33,000 will be assigned to
the AAF Training Command, of
which the, Central Technical
Training Command is a part,
and 13,000 to other Air Forces
Commands. The balance will go
to the Service Commands and
the ground forces.
Special teams of Air Forces
officers and WAC officers and
enlisted personnel will tour the
seven states during the drive,
which will last until Dec. 7.
Quotas are now being established for each of the various towns
and cities to be visited by the
teams.
In announcing the opening of
the drive, Gen. Martin commended the work being done by
WACs and expressed the immediate need for thousands more
now existing in the Air Forces.
"The need for more WACs is
vital," Gen. Martin declared.
"Every woman who enlists now
will release a man for combat
training and help shorten the
war. And, for the first time,
women who join the WACs may
be assured of assignment to the
Air Forces.
"They will be known as Air
Wacs."
Eligible for enlistment are women 20 to 50, mentally alert, of
excellent character and in good
physical condition.

Let your heart
decide

Thursday, October

28,19

itish Food Ex

,w To Beat W
A merchant Neaman has been
dragged back to life from an
ocean of flaming oil. He
has lost all of the little possessions that sailed with
him. He is given warmth
and comforts and strength
to fulfill his desire to "ship'
again by your dollars.
Would you rather have
bought a new radio?

Let your heart
decide

Let your
heart decide
DOLLARS can be cold and selfish things, or they
can be generous, compassionate and merciful.

E. R. McKinney of Adair county, Kentucky, in September cut
11 tons of hay off of 41
/
2 acres
of lespedeza, according to County Agent R. B. Rankin. The field
was in corn last year and was
sowed to lespedeza in March, 50
pounds of seed being used alone.
In april, 1,100 pounds of 20 percent superphosphate was spread
on the 41
/
2 acres.

LET YOUR HEART DECIDE!

Tour Boy Mimi.

Fix Up Your
ESTIMATES FREE

Incorpo,

are again ready to serv

oil in your car.

This Chinese baby didn't have much, but yesterday it did have a straw shelter, a crude cradle
and two parents to care for it. A screaming
Japanese bomb destroyed them all. Your dollars
can bring this baby back to a useful life in
the new China to come. Would you rather have a
new chair in the living room?

Let your heart decide

Give ONCE
for ALL these

100 per cant;

Watch Your
Kidneys!

Remember this soldier? You saw him
on the IJ S0 posters last year. His
sni,:c comes straightfrom-a4J-S0—
clubhouse. One of the finest things
civilians have done in this war is
in building and supporting the
U S 0.Boys come into the army
from farms and cities—a little
lonely—a little homesick. The
U S0 provides friendship, entertainment and hominess. Some
of your dollars are spent through
the U S 0. Would you rather have
bought yout self a few
theatre tickets?

Try that good gasolii

White Gas
Regular Gas
Ethyl Gas
Kerosene
Good Bulk Oil -

Your batteries can be

Let your heart
decide

U S0
United Seamen's Service
War Prisoners Aid
Belgian War Relief Society
British War Relief Society
French Relief hand
Friends of Luxembourg
Greek War Relict Associstioas
Norwegian Relief
Polish War Relief
Queen Wilhelmins Fund
Russian War Relief
United rains Relief
United Czechoslovak Relief
United Yugoslav Relief Fund
Refugee Relief Thome,
United States Committee for die
Canto( European Childreis

CORNICK
NATIONAL WAR FUND
DEAD STOCK - H
COWS, HOGS

Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste

DOAN'S Pills

Dunkirk
kirk and England's
shortage of food and
material, Dr. Taylor was
Medical Officer of
inistry of Health
the task of feeding
M
all children and ex_
mothers. Listen to what
as she sat by my
told

We are fully equipped t

How about your
bond baying?

Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidney.sometimes lag in their work—do
not act as Nature intended—fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
peraistent headache,attacks of disaineas,
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes--* feeling of nervous
anxiety and lose of pep and strength.
Other sign' of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. Use
Dowe's Pins. Doox's have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputatiqn.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask your neighbor!

oNew
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Experience Counts
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h
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that these dollars bring.

Camp Lee, Va.(/P)—Gerard and
Carol, who danced up and down
the West Coast for eleven years,
are still dancing, war or no
war. They now perform as Private Gerard Reams and wife, and
to soldier audiences.
The first five-foot-one private
and his five-foot wife are accomplished tap dancers and ballet
dancers. Gerard is also widely
known as an impersonator.

Aboriginal people who flourished in America when Charlemagne was conquering Europe
are believed to have been descendants of an Asiatic tribe.

hifts

logical mind intended to give, because your heart
understands the mercy, the relief and the pleasure

War Can't Split
Dancing Team

The loganberry, regarded as a
hybrid of the wild blackberry,
first appeared in a private yard
in Santa Cruze, Calif.

In-

finding

Turn over the spending of some of your dollars to
your heart. It will want to give twice what your

11 Tons Lespedeza
Hay From 41/2 Acres

Camp MacKall, N. C. (IP) —
When Pvt. Robert L. Bishop of
the 511th parachute infantry regiment entered the army from
Winter Park, Fla., he wasted no
time in getting into work for
which he is eminently qualified.
In civilian life Bishop is an exhibition diver.
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WESTERN KENTUCKY GAS CO., INC.

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

MODERN BEAUTY AND BARBER SHOP

IDEAL BARBER SHOP, Arnold Stallins, Prop.

BODENHAMER'S

CORNICK OIL CO.

R. M. OLIVER'S D-X SERVICE STATION
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor

MITCHELL CLIFT, Sheriff
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

Your dead stock is
make explosives.
We render grease
We remove prompt'
Do your part by ca

Kentucky Ren
PRINCET
Phone 423 or 2
COLLECTORS OF
IPTPRJRJSIF

Free Jackets For
Gasoline Coupons
Kerr
By AdtI.ikl('
ociatud Pross Features
Dunkirk
t happened at
Dr. Dorothy Taylor into
toughest war
f England's
feeding Engof
job
The
future generation in the
f a whopping food shortit, while
rid of caring for
Ihi war work. A job
I with a woman's Infinding makeshifts
,-sult of her work, the
Public Health Assoinvited Dr. Taylor to New
where she gave this counme tips on wartime child
at the association's Occonference. Later she will
‹hington, Detroit, CleveLouis, Chicago, Boston
Orleans to get some
on children's hospitals
.
by clinics from this side of
tlantic.
1940, which saw the deof Dunkirk and England's
uent shortage of food and
material, Dr. Taylor was
Senior Medical Officer of
ritish Ministry of Health
ackled the task of feeding
nd's small children and ex.t mothers. Listen to what
-Id me as she sat by my

If you would like a wallet, or
"jacket" in which to keep your
gasoline ration coupons, you can
secure one free from your nearest Standard Oil dealer.
These jackets have proved • so
popular among motorists, in preserving their valuable but flimsy gas coupon sheets, that the
first run of a million jackets
was soon exhausted, and a new
supply is now ready for distribution. .
The new jacket provides two
pockets instead of one. It will
accommodate conveniently not

desk

the other day—a quiet
blue-eyed woman in a Brillsl
plaid suit—and you will see wha
her job has to teach us.
"England had been importin
about two-thirds of its food."
she said, "and after Dunkirk wt.
had a very narrow margin. Vit
had to safeguard the health o
babies and expectant mothers, for
the future of the race depende
on them. So we gave them
priorities on milk, eggs and vita
min preparations and cut dow
the rations of adults.
"But we had a great shortag
of fruits and a consequent lac
of vitamin C which require(
some extra attention--especiall
before your Lend-Lease provide
some orange juice. We looke
around and found that blac
currants were the highest source
of vitamin C grown in England
So we made a syrup from the
for babies under six months an
a puree for children under two
and fed them that.
"Then we found another source
of Vitamin C in rose hips—the
red fruit left after a wild rose
grows in hedges. So we set the
children and teachers in the
country
to
collecting
them.
Everybody else who took a weekend walk in the country carried
a basket to gather rose hips,

LET US

Fix Up Your Typewriter
You'll be surprised what an overhaul job will
even for an "old timer".
ESTIMATES FREE ON ALL MAKES

CORNETTEN

ue again ready to serve you in our same court,,ous and efficient manner.
We are fully equipped to wash, grease and change
in your car.
. Try that good gasoline and kerosene from

CORNICK'S
White Gas

16 V2

Regular Gas'

171/2C

Ethyl Gas
Kerosene

18.6c
9e

Good Bulk Oil 50c per gallon

Your batteries can be charged here for 49c.
Also we're expecting an ample supply of antifreeze shortly.

CORNICK OIL CO.
405 Hopkinsville Street

Princeton, Ky.

HANGING ACT PROVES FATAL—Aloys "The Great" Peters, 45, veteran circus star, died at the
end of a rope after a 70-foot leap at a firemen's show in St. Louis. He was billed as "the
man who hangs himself and lives to tell the tale," but his trick of grasping the rope's end
failed. Firemen (left) lower him to the ground and (right) they drop him into a net. (AP Wirephoto).

Hallowe'en Fun Is Unrationed

Date' Becomes 'Ally'
n College Lexicon

squash in a shallow, greased bakBy Mrs. ,Alexander George
Delaware, 0. (W)—What once
Associated Press Features
ing dish, smooth on the top with was a "date" henceforth will be
Don't let Hallowe'en slip by a knife dipped in warm water. known as an "ally" on the camwithout some sort of jollifica- Make a comical fcce by sticking us of Ohio Wesleyan University.
The term was suggested by
tion for the youngsters in your in raisins for eyes, celery strips
resident H. J. Burgstahler of
good
red
or
of
A
beet
witchery,
little
bits
family.
for eye-brows,
to
esleyan, who explained
food, frolic and friends can make pepper for nose and a thin strip
avy men and civilians on the
it a gala evening at small cost of vegetable curved to give the ampus that it is just as imin money or ration points.
desired grimace—funny or sad ortant to make the proper
Or perhaps you would like to for the mouth.
'allies" in personal relationships
cook up a party with friends or
Popcorn balls made from maple s it is in international affairs.
neighbors helping with food or corn syrup or molasses are a
preparations, entertainment and grand Hallowe'en food. Wrap in
Army battle plans are revised
the work of cleaning up. If you waxed paper and bring them in very six months to conform
is
out, on a tray surrounded by rosy
feel that a regular party
with the number of men and
try putting some spooky twists to apples for dessert for the family. mount of material available.
the family's dinner menu.
They make ideal party fare.
Here are some ghostly suggesHere are two dessert ideas:
Lightning causes about 10 pertions tailored to fit wartime
Jack-0'-Lanterns: Dissolve 1 ent of farm fires in the United
shortages of food, time and package of orange gelatin in 2 tates and about 12 percent of
money.
cups hot water or orange juice. 11 forest fires.
Cut out large size biscuits, ar- Fill wide sherbet glasses about
exrange dates on tops for facial
1/3 full and chill. Press currants
In 1941 oil deliveries in 17
pressions and bake as usual. Use into rounded side of 6 canned astern states and the District or
the same idea for cup cakes, peach halves, to make eyes, nose
olumbia averaged about 50,000
cookies or muffins.
and mouth of jack-o'-lantern arrels a day.
Pour any meat, fish or chicken face. When gelatin is firm, place
stew (rather thick blend) into a marshmallow in the center of
No railways and few roads
shallow round baking dish. Make each glass and cover with peach kirt the Dalmatian coast.
of
rounds
a face on top by using
half, face side up. Pour remaindough for eyes, then strips for ing cold, syrupy gelatin over
eyebrows, triangle for nose and peaches and chill until firm.
a curved strip for mouth. Bake
Brownies: Sift 3/4 cup cake
25 minutes in moderate oven.
2 teaspoon
1
flour, measure, add /
Youngsters will like to cut baking powder and 1/4 teaspoon
again. Melt
cats and witches from black salt
sift
and
paper. Paste onto small sticks or 2 squares unsweetened chocolate
meat skewers and stick into with 1/4 cup shortening. Add 1
foods as they go tableward.
cup sugar to two well-beaten
Pile up mashed, seasoned eggs, blend with chocolate mix2 cup
1
ture, then add flour, /
and turned them in. There was a chopped walnuts and 1 teaspoon
of
Ministry
big basket in the
vanilla. Bake in square, greased
Health where we all dumped our pan, in moderate oven (350 F.)
contributions Monday mornings:' for 30 minutes. Cut in squares.
Using that combined system, Mskos 24_brawnies.
-

Class 1 railroads put 15,744
new freight cars into service in
the first eight months of 1943.
The U. S. has reciprocal trade
agreements with 31 countries.

Presents to you the colorful magic of
autumn in their alluring fashions
clothes that discriminate you . . .
Skirts

plain or plaids

all wool

in all colors and sizes. Blouses in the

Our selection of all woolen slacks,
wearable through winter, are most attractive

Hound's Tooth Check a feat-

ure.

WICARSON
Incorporated

Hopkinsville

Taxpayers!

rre:-Taykirs-department - under-

wrote the food provision for 3,000,000 English youngsters under five and thousands of expectant mothers.
"By the end of the year we
shall have 1,660 nurseries providing places for 60,000 children
from birth to five," Dr. Taylor
said. "They are all subsidized by
government. Nursery classes in
public schools also have been extended to take care of children
from two to five from the hours
of eight to five.
"We took care of the problems of mothers with newborn
babies by providing them with
'home-helps'—middle aged women who come to the house
morning and evening and take
care of the household chores and
cook the meals. They relieve the
mother of worry on that score."
Dr. Taylor, who holds a doctorate of medicine from the University of Edinburgh, talks of
her work with typical British
understatement. Never says "I"
—always says "Such and such
was done." Her work seems her
whole life. After the Battle of
Britain began she dropped the
golf, tennis and swimming which
were her favorite recreations and
worked so- hard that she even
lived and slept at the Ministry
of Health.

The name of Portugal, Lisbon,
derives through many changes
from Ulysses, the Greek navigator, reputed in myths to have
founded it.
Unlike death from most causes,
mortality due to excessive heat
fluctuates widely from year to
year.

Invasion Costs
More Money—
Up Your Payroll
Savings today

QUICK RELIEF FROM

Are Now Open

2% Discount

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
Fnse Book Tellsof HomeTreatnientthat
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
Over two million bottles of the WI Ll.Ait I
TREATM ENT havebeen sold for relief of
symptoms of distress arising from Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcers due to Cues* Add—
l.... Digestion, Sour or Upset Stomach,
Gassiness, Heartburn. Sleeplessness, etc.,
duo to Excess Acid. Sold on 15 days trial!
Ask for .Willisrd's Massage" which fully
explains this treatment—treo—at

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
WYLIE & McCLELLAND, Inc.

grease to
Your dead stock is needed for
make explosives.
Axis.
We render grease to help defeat the
charge.
We remove promptly and free of
Do your part by calling.

for *1
50 and
up

BUY NOW!

The 1942 Tax Books

Symptoms of Distress Arising from

Christmas Cards

PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
GREASE
COLLECTORS OF WASTE

Long life is believed to be
mainly hereditary, though factors
of environment and habit are
also important.

WICARSON

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP

Kentucky Rendering Works

only Basic and Supplementary
Ration coupons, but also Tire Inspection Record and other incidental papers. There is also
a space for a record of gasoline
and
purchases—date, quantity
speedometer reading.

DON'T DELAY!

with your name imprinted

CORNETTEN
Incorporated
Hopkinsville, Ky.

On All Taxes Paid
Before Nov. 1, 1943

Mitchell Gift
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Homemakers

Thursday, October

28, 19

Shed A Tear
For The Crocodile

NE PR!

Thurs

Homemakers' Schedule

Buenos Aires (41—The increased demand for crocodile skin
lurses, shoes, gloves and other
women's accessories, particular'y from the United States, is
hreatening the reptile's extinction in Argentina. As a conservation measure, the government has decreed a closed seaCrider Homemakers
:Kin on crocodile hunting from
Crider Homemakers were guests
Aug. 1 to Jan. 1 and set a size
,f Mrs. P. M. Adamson Wedneslimit of one meter from neck to
'ay afternoon at their regular
tail tip.
eetlng. The meeting was conto
by Mrs. Harlan Ennis,
4110:.
.00's Diet Patriotic
e-ehairman. Roll call was an- 7
swered by seven members. Three
Greenville, S. C. (JP)—Patriotic
s were present.
animals at the McPherson Park
'"he Major project, "Preparing Zoo are meeting the food rationOld Furniture for New Finish" ing problem.
.*".•••••••••
Aw,
as discussed by the home furnNormally 'big eaters, the bears
ihings leader, Mrs. A. D. Mc- get along on a daily
loaf of
-11roy. The Minor project studied Jread
—
each, a helping of dog
vas on first aid. Following a food and apples; the
monkeys
social hour led by Mrs. W. W. adopted onions
as a substitute
lenn the club adjourned to for their favorite
(and hard to 5p:40,41.06
meet with Mrs. Glenn on No- get) bananas
and the deer acvember 17.
quired a great appetite for salPresent were Mrs. Glenn, Mrs. tine crackers.
rilnnis, Mrs. W. P. Spickard, Mrs.
YANKS CROSS VOLTURNO RIVER—A rubber
A. D. McElroy, Mrs. Virgil Coleboat load
with Yank infantrymen ferry themselves across the
nan, Mrs. P. M. Adamson, Mrs. A Fast Farewell
Italy
by
river
in
pulling
the
boat along a lope Volt
Ralph Griffin, Mrs. Garth Hooks,
Williamsport, Pa. (IP)—A young from shore to shore. Smoke shells
stretch
covered their advan
Trs. Cash, Misses Grace Adam- navigator in army bomber got
a across the river. (AP Wirephoto by signal corps
son and Nancy Scrugham.
radiophoto)
last glimpse of his home and
mother before starting an overPenned
Builders
Pen
Resourceful Mother
seas flight when the pilot swoopCobb Homemakers
Topeka, Kans. (R)—A couple
Belle Plaine, Kans. (a))__,
Mrs. J. M. Taylor was hostess ed over the navigator's own
Topekans
front
chicken
of
a
built
pen
yard
here.
Howard
He
had
teleCollins has discove
to Cobb Homemakers at their
regular meeting held Tuesday phoned ahead to tell his moth- and penned themselves on the that strips of old inner tube
afternoon. Mrs. V. T. White, re- er what time to be waiting out- inside, with no exit. Finally they be used to replace worn
had to call their wives to bring elastic in childrn's
tiring chairman, presided at the doors to wave goodbye.
pants
a stepladder and hand it over other garments.
,peting.
The Nazis have set up seven to them so they could climb out
Lessons on bringing clothing
The giant panda
up to date were given by Mrs. labor service camps for women of the netting.
originated
western Nebraska 20
White and Mrs. H. M. Dunn. in Norway.
The
Lincoln
highway,
connectyears
ago, paleontologists
The home agent led a discussion
Mrs. Earl Wood, Mrs. John ing New York and San Francisco, lieve.
on first aid. Following a social Dunn, Mrs. H. M. Dunn,
Mrs. D. is 3,384 miles long.
hour during which group songs D. Rogers, Mrs. Jettie
Davis,
Remains of prehistoric
were sung, the club adjourned Mrs. J. M. Taylor,
and Miss
Soybeans have been used as have been uncovered in earn
to meet October 26 with Mrs. Evelyn Davis and
the Y
Nancy Scrug- food for centuries in the Far low House and
Lawrence Holmes.
Blanco cany
ham were present.
East.
of Texas.
Eddy Creek, 2 p.m., Thursday,
I.s. Badger Gray, hostess.
Hopkinsville Road, 2:30 p.m.,
ri lay, Mrs. J. F. Graham, hostess.
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'MADAME PRESIDENT' OF SENATE CONGRATULATED—Sen. Hattie Caraway (D-Ark.), who
called the Senate to order in Washington, D. C. one day, for the first time in history that a
woman officiated, is congratulated by Majority Leader Alben W. Barkley (D-Ky.). 'Madame
President' of the Senate wielded the gavel of Vice President Henry Wallace after being designated as acting pro tempore. (AP Wirephoto).

Witches' Tales That Have Crept Through History
By Dorothy Roe
Associated Press Features
Do you have an uneasy twinge
when a black cat crosses your
path? Think nothing of it—nine
out of ten persons have the
same thing, and some even turn
around and go home. It's all a
hangover from the Middle Ages,
when witches romped over the
highways and byways at night,
and their leader was believed to
be the devil himself, in the form
of a black cat. You may be
seeing him Sunday night—it's
Hallowe'en!
The most enlightened of us
have our pet superstitions, say
authorities on the subject, and
here are ten of the most common, as compiled by Claudia de
Lys, author and lecturer:
1—Three on a match. This almost universal superstition was
believed to have started during
World War I, but actually dates
back to the time of the fireworshippers, when camp fires
were relighted, three at a time,
from a brand from the chief's
fire, after the deat hof a member of the tribe. The ritual was
all right but woe to the tribesman who lighted three fires from
one for any otheer reason! He
was insulting the fire gods, and
inviting death.
2—Knocking wood. Primitive
man started the custom when he
touched wood to apologize to
the gods for a lack of humility.
3—Unlucky thirteen. The ancient Hindus first put the curse
on thirteen, in the days before
numbers, when men counted with
sticks. The number twelve was
called divine, because it could be
divided neatly into magic goodluck symbols of triangles or
squares. Thirteen spoiled the patIer11_ And Yeaa
—_
4—The good-luck horseshoe.
This is one of the favorite superstitions of man, with
many
claims to fame. The horseshoe is
shaped like a crescent, a good
luck sign in all folklore. It has
four nails on one side, three on
the other, adding up to lucky
seven. And it is made of iron,
the metal of the gods, which
came down from Olympus with
the thunderbolts.
5—The lucky rabbit foot. The
ancients decreed the left hind
foot of a rabbit a countercharm
against the "evil eye." Rabbits
were believed to have the powers of the "evil eye" because
their young were born with their
eyes open.
6—Walking under a ladder. In

CASH

the ancient Orient, when criminals were executed by hanging
from the seventh rung of a ladder, it was believed that evil
spirits lingered ear and sudden
death was "cat&ing."
7—"Keep your fingers crossed!"
Everybody says it, when wooing
good luck. It's a modern expression of the oldest good omen of
them all, the sign of the cross,
the symbol of man with his arms
outstretched, appealing to the
heavens for help in time of trouble.
8—The hat on the bed. The ancient Chinese believed evil spirits dwelt in the hair, and some
of the invisible imps might remain in the hat. Thus if a hat
were placed on a bed, the occupant of the bed might expect
the worst.
9 Spilling salt. Among the
early Romans, salt was scarce,
and therefore precious. Workers
received part of their wages in

salt—and the weekly pay check
is still called "salary." Hence
spliling salt in those days was
a serious matter, and a quarrel
was fairly sure to follow. The
ritual of tossing it ever the left
shoulder is based on the ancient
belief that evil spirits congregate
on the left, like kibitzers, and
that salt, believed divine because
of its contact with the sea, scared
them away.
10—The four-leaf clover. The
ancients believed Eve took a
four-leaf clover with her when
she left Paradise. We of the
twentieth century still hold to
the ancient ditty:
,
One leaf for fame,
One leaf for wealth,
One leaf for a faithful lover,
And one leaf to bring glorious health—
Are all in a four-leaf clover.
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Kiddies Training Panties 2
Size 11 to 6

Buy Your Requirements
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Costs only2"
$ to do over an average room
• With the money you save using Kern -Tone you can
buy more War Bonds and Stamps! This Miracle Wall
Finish costs so little to use ... One coat covers most
wallpapers, painted walls and ceilings, wallboard, base.
ment walls ... Dries in one hour ... Has no "painty*
odor ...Washes easily.
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They have Elastic Waist - Double
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66x76 Cotton
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YOURS TO BORROW—FREE!
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PAINT AND COLOR
STYLE GUIDE
See scores of houses, living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens. playrooms—
all In beautiful color photography.

Maurice French, Manager
Phone 470 I064 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

Eldred Hardware Co.
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reported Wednesday alto
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women's organizations and be
to maintain their enefforts as the campaign Bi.
be continued until the counquota is obtained.
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rgis Bears To
1 Here Friday

lo\

Improving Butler Team
To Meet Another
Strong Squad
urgis High School's Bears
be the oppositien- Friday
; at Butler athletic field
e the last home football
for the Tigers' 1943 season
be played, beginning at
o'clock, Coach Cliff Cox
Tuesday.
feating
Henderson
and
boro, Sturgis has lost to
'cid 19-0, for the Bears'
loss of the season. Ralph
NI, former coach, is now
the Navy and the team is
: without a mentor.
disonville's Maroons won
the Butler Tigers here Frinight 27-0, after having dethem 54-0 in .a previous
played at Madisonville.

Take TB. Tests At
tY Health Office

Pink - Blue

This clever, new 890
painting tool costs
only

Lay In a complete coal supply for next winter while
coal is availablel Get the
cash from us to pay for it.
Consult your dealer. Let us
know how much you need.
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Quality - Limit 2
to Customer
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Get Money From Us To
• Fill Your Coal Bin
•• • NOW!
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c 39

Geermany adopted an over-all
"price top" in 1936.
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total of 87 persons took adge of the annual tubercuX-ray clinic Friday at the
tY Health Department, Mrs.
Wind, nurse, said Mon• County teachers,
city teachWho had not been examined
2 Years, and individuals exto the disease took the
given by Miss Eva HarringState Board of Health, Louis- •
—
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